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Solar abundancy around 
mass number 165



Abundancy of elements due to 
neutron shell closures N = 82

N = 126

M. Arnould, S. Goriely, and K. 
Takahashi, Phys. Rep. 450, 97 
(2007)
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Studies on deformed 
magic numbers
BRIEF ACCOUNT OF EXPERİMENTAL WORK



N = 98 around 164Dy

Progress on the experimental side

N = 100 shell gap for Z ≤ 66

No N = 100 deformed subshell gap

Existence of a deformed 
subshell gap at N = 98

Emergence of a deformed 
sub-shell gap at N = 108 for 
heavier rare earth



Skyrme force with and 
without tensor



Skyrme Hamiltonian density

Many-body Hamiltonian

Effective nucleon-
nucleon interaction

Approximated by the 
Skyrme force

Central 
potential

Density 
dependent 
potential

Spin-orbit 
potential

+ 𝑉𝑉tensor



Skyrme Hamiltonian density

Central 
components

Tensor 
components

Tensor only



Skyrme forces with tensor

Original Skyrme parameters
+

Fit of two tensor parameters

Perturbative fit



Skyrme forces with tensor

Refit of all original 10 parameters
+

2 tensor parameters

Full  refit

Increasing like-particle
tensor coupling

Increasing n-p 
tensor coupling



Two-neutron separation 
energy differential
RESULTS





Two-neutron separation energy differential -
Increasing np tensor coupling

T22

T42

What we learnt?

• T22 reproduce some 
experimental peaks

• Strong np tensor reinforce 
the peaks obtained by T22 
at N = 104 in heavier RE

𝑍𝑍 = 68

𝑍𝑍 =72

𝑍𝑍 = 64

T62





Extracting the tensor 
contribution
RESULTS



Contribution of tensor and non-tensor EDF terms to S2n differential
T26 vs T22 vs T62 (Experimental peak at N = 104)

∆𝑆𝑆2𝑛𝑛

Tensor contr.
𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵14
𝑇𝑇 +𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵15

𝑇𝑇

+ 𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵16
+ 𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵17

Reflects the need for nuclear tensor.
Note: Combinations of T22 tensor terms in the 
EDF cancels one another.

Central 
contr.

Neutron-proton tensor coupling 
enhance the peak at N = 104.



Contribution of tensor and non-tensor EDF terms to S2n differential
T26 vs T22 vs T62 (Lighter RE at N = 98 and N = 102)

No peak appearing at N = 98 and N = 102 
with strong n-p tensor coupling.

Peak at N = 104 is removed. Only a 
peak at N = 100.

Strong neutron-neutron and proton-proton 
tensor coupling might be the key to explain 

neutron magicity in lighter RE.



Summary
ROLE OF NUCLEAR TENSOR ON DEFORMED NUMBERS İN RARE 
EARTH NUCLEİ



Key message to take home…

1. Neutron magicity in  heavy rare earth nuclei (Z > 66) – Strong neutron-proton tensor 
coupling is needed

2. Light rare earth nuclei (Z ≤ 66)
a) Magicity at N = 98 and N = 102 is not reproduced, but …
b) Increasing like-particle (nn and pp) tensor coupling might be the key ingredient

3. More experimental data are needed for example in 
a. lighter (Z ≤ 62) and heavier (Z ≥ 72)
b. the whole RE region in general – to verify sometimes conflicting data (BE, half-life, 

excitation energy levels) 



Questions 
or 
comments?
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